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Matador
Factsheet 3—AudioBooks

AudioBooks
Audiobook Publishing with Matador
Matador offers a full audiobook publishing and distribution service to self‐publishing authors. The emphasis
is on quality of production and providing that at a realistic cost. This factsheet outlines some of the
challenges faced in audiobook production, and details the processes and principles involved in Matador’s
audiobook production and distribution service. Frequently asked questions are also answered at the end.
The audiobook format is particularly suited to fiction, in most genres. Particularly popular are thrillers and
romances, but other genres are often published in audiobook format. If we do not feel that your book would
work as an audiobook, then we shall let you know.

Audiobook Production
Producing the audio files for an audiobook is a time‐consuming and technically challenging process. If it
takes you eight hours to read a book to yourself, it is likely to take at least twice that amount of time to
prepare for recording and then to read it aloud to a high standard, where pauses, stumbles, confused diction
and even the voice‐over artist coughing are all omitted. So that we can achieve the best results at the least
cost, we use only professional voice‐over artists and actors who are experienced in audiobook recording,
and we record at a commercial studio using experienced sound engineers.
The professional voice artists that we have available can all be viewed on our website, but include Sebastian
Abinieri, Martin Carroll, Jemma Churchill, Guy Manning and Philip Law. The first task is to match a voice to
the book that is being recorded using the sample audio clips provided. Once this has been done, we can
check the availability of that artist and schedule in the audiobook’s production. Note that only one narrator
is used for an audiobook, we do not offer multiple actors for different voices. Note that it may be some
weeks before a voice‐over artist becomes available to carry out a recording, so although the production
process, once started, may take around six weeks, the overall publication could take up to three months to
produce.
We ask the author to complete a short questionnaire, giving a brief to the voice‐over artist. This may include
things like accents for certain characters, passages where a certain tone or feel is required, pronunciation
of unusual names, and any other aspects that may help the artist while recording.
Once the recording has taken place, the audio recorded is edited and a first draft supplied to the author to
check through. This check is solely to ensure that no text has been omitted or duplicated in the recording.;
it is not a check through to comment upon the actor’s treatment of the text during recording. Should any
necessary re‐recording of passages be required, we include up to an hour of studio time for this. A final set
of audio files is then produced and the audiobook is ready to distribute to retailers. A master copy is also
sent to the author.
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Technical considerations
Audiobook retailers stipulate certain technical aspects of audiobooks if they are to distribute them. These
include things like the audio bit rate, division of files into chapters, file size, recording quality, upper and
lower audio levels, and numerous other technical aspects. Our recording engineer ensures that all the
necessary technical requirements are met when producing the final audio files for distribution.

Production cost
The cost of audiobook production is determined chiefly by the length of time it takes to record a book, and
that is obviously influenced by the word count in your book. We thus base our production costs on a book’s
word count, as follows:
First 40,000 words*:
£1450.00
Each additional 1,000–10,000 words: £ 160.00

*(equates to around 150 typeset book pages)
*(equates to around 40 typeset book pages)

Note that we shall always provide a written costing once we have seen your book so that there are no
‘surprises’ down the line.
Full payment of the quoted cost is required with an order for an audiobook. Note that for UK residents, VAT
is applicable at the current rate on top of the prices quoted.

AudioBook Distribution
The major name in audiobook distribution is Audible (Amazon), but there are many other audiobook
distributors. We distribute and sell through both Audible but also through the other major players, with two
distribution options: a Basic Distribution service, where an audiobook is sold exclusively through Audible;
and a Full Distribution service, with distribution through Audible, Apple, Spotify, YouTube, Deezer, Google
Play, Napster and others.
Note that, to distribute any audiobook, you must already have either a physical book or an ebook available
for sale. Distribution of an audiobook must be for a minimum time period of six months.
Basic Distribution service (£40+VAT)
Matador makes a one‐off charge of £40+VAT for distributing an audiobook through Audible, Amazon and
Apple for up to two years. A royalty rate of 40% of the cover price (set by Audible) is paid; we take 15% of
the net receipts on sales made. We also add an audiobook sample to our website, and provide information
on marketing that an author can carry out themselves to promote their audiobook.
Full Distribution service (£100+VAT)
Matador makes a one‐off charge of £100+VAT for distributing an audiobook through our extended retailer
network for up to two years. An average royalty rate of 35% of the cover price is paid; we take 15% of the
net receipts on sales made. We will assign your audiobook an ISBN and disseminate the metadata out to the
trade. We also add an audiobook sample to our website, and provide information on marketing that an
author can carry out themselves to promote their audiobook.
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Author Websites (from £349 + VAT)
Troubador Websites is an author website service designed to get authors up and running with a professional
author website of their own, easily manageable but with support on hand from a professional web designer.
These days, having an online presence as an author is essential. Readers will expect authors to have an
online platform; having a professional website is a great focus for your readers, keeping everything to do
with you and your book(s) in one place. You can provide links to where readers can buy your books/ebooks,
keep readers updated with news about your writing, link your social media accounts account (if you have
them), upload images and videos, and promote events. We offer two different options for authors:
•
•

A standard website, best suited to authors looking to establish an online presence without the need to
frequently update and manage their website’s content. (Starts at £349+VAT)
A portal website, best suited to authors looking to manage their own website and add content regularly
using an easy online portal. (Starts at £499+VAT)

Go to https://troubadorwebsites.co.uk to find out more about this service and find out about the options
available. Contact stephanie_carr@troubador.co.uk for more information.

Royalties
We pay audiobook royalties every three months, assuming that there is £40 or more owing in royalties to
the author. Authors have 24/7 online access to sales information on our website so that they can monitor
sales progress. (Though note that this sales information is not linked live to retailers but updated by us as
and when we receive monthly sales figures.)

What next?
Your Initial Quotation from Matador may already have given a costing on audiobook publication. If you want
to go ahead then just let us know by emailing us at audiobooks@troubador.co.uk. Authors who have
previously published with Matador should email us and we can confirm costs from your book’s word count.
If you have not published with Matador but have published elsewhere, then as long as you hold the rights
to your work, we can still help you publish your audiobook. Either send us a copy of your book electronically
(as a PDF or MS Word file), or let us know what the word count is in your book. We can then confirm the
costs to you.

Frequently Asked Questions
How long will my audiobook be distributed to retailers for?
We distribute an audiobook for two years from the date of publication. The minimum distribution period is
six months, after which the author can withdraw it from distribution if they wish (this is a retailers’ minimum
period). After two years, there is an annual relisting fee of £20 to keep the audiobook in distribution.
Can I include music and special effects in my audiobook?
Retailers stipulate that no music or sound‐effects are to be used on audiobook recordings, only voice
narration should be included.
© Troubador Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Can I attend when my audiobook is being recorded?
Unfortunately not. The difficulty in arranging timings with the recording studio and voice‐over artist
preclude also arranging for the author to be in attendance. Recording is often done at short notice, and
sometimes at unsociable hours, plus delays caused by the author being in attendance add to the time (and
thus cost) of studio recording.
Can you produce my audiobook even if you have not published my book?
Yes. As long as you hold the rights to your book, we can arrange to produce an audiobook edition for you.
Note that if you want us to distribute your audiobook to retailers, then it must carry a Matador ISBN; if you
wish to distribute it yourself, then you will need to provide your own ISBN.
Can I publish an audiobook edition even if I only have an ebook at present?
Yes. As long as your ebook is available on Amazon.com, you can publish an audiobook edition.
Does my audiobook need an ISBN?
This depends on which distribution option you opt for as different retailers have different requirements. If
you opt for our Full Audiobook Distribution service, we will assign you a Matador ISBN. If you opt for our
Basic Distribution option, you do not need an ISBN. If you wish to publish under your own ‘imprint’ then you
will need to source an ISBN from Nielsen.
Can I supply my own audiobook files for distribution?
If an author wishes to handle the recording of their own audiobook, they will first need to send us a sample
of the audiobook so that we can ensure we are happy with the quality and that the file meets technical
requirements. We would then send you the specifications that the files need to be recorded and edited to,
and it is then your responsibility as the author to ensure that the audio files you supply us with are correct.
If any errors are flagged when we upload the audio files to retailers, the errors are passed back to you and
you must arrange for them to be corrected, and updated files sent to us.
What happens about my audiobook cover?
We will usually require a copy of your book’s cover artwork in editable format, so that we can resize it to
the retailers’ required size and format. The reformatting is carried out by us as part of the production
service. Should additional design work on the cover artwork be required (eg. because you do not have a
usable cover, or you have asked us to create new cover artwork), then we shall make a charge for the work
required, the cost having been quoted in advance.

If you would like more information contact
digital@troubador.co.uk
0116 279 2299

www.troubador.co.uk/matador
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